Fast and accurate web application
security testing for small and
medium-sized organizations
Key benefits
Easy to use, fast to act
Acunetix Premium has a clean web interface focused on ease of use

Acunetix is our vulnerability scanning
tool of choice for situations where

so you can start scanning in as little as five clicks. Industry-leading

information security is a real concern

scan times and unique verification technologies give you immediately

and confidence in safety is key.

actionable insights so you can act fast.

Unparalleled detection and visibility
Acunetix Premium scans for over 7,000 web vulnerabilities, including
OWASP Top 10 vulnerabilities like SQL injections and cross-site
scripting (XSS), and checks your websites for misconfigurations,
unpatched software, weak passwords, exposed databases, and many
other vulnerabilities, including out-of-band vulnerabilities.

Integrate with your current development tools
Acunetix Premium introduces functionality that lets you fully integrate
it into your SDLC and easily make web vulnerability scanning part of
your development and operational processes.

Acunetix Premium is a web application security solution for
managing the security of multiple websites, web applications,
and APIs. Integration features allow you to automate your
DevOps and issue management infrastructures.
Acunetix, the world’s first-ever automated web application
security scanner, combines dynamic (DAST) and interactive
(IAST) application security testing. This combination allows you
to discover vulnerabilities that evade other tools and nearly
eliminate false positives, so that you can streamline your
security processes and prioritize issue resolution.

JP Lessard
President of Software Services, Miles Technologies

5 steps to secure applications
Incorporate security as a permanent and automated part of your web application development.

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

STEP 1
Discover & crawl all your assets
Many small and medium-sized organizations drastically
underestimate the number of websites, web services, APIs,
and web applications they own. These lost, forgotten, or
unauthorized creation of web assets causes security blind
spots that leave organizations exposed. Acunetix Premium
automatically discovers web assets on a continuous basis to
ensure the entire application attack surface is known and
considered.

Step 4

Step 5

you with proof of exploit that ensures the discovered
vulnerability is not a false positive, saving you time and
resources. When Acunetix Premium finds a vulnerability, it
doesn’t just report it but provides detailed scan results that
contain everything a developer needs to resolve an issue,
including remediation information and education on secure
coding practices. These factors maximize developer efficiency
and eliminate guesswork when resolving issues.

STEP 4
Integrate security into development

In addition to discovery, the depth and breadth of scanning

Automatically feed trustworthy and actionable vulnerability

are the most important measure of the quality of a web

scan results directly into developers’ native workflows and

vulnerability scanner. More than 15 years ofexperience in

help minimize security risks in the software development

developing the Acunetix engine allowed us to create a crawler

lifecycle (SDLC) without delaying new features and releases.

that is considered to be one of the best on the market and that

Save time and resources by performing automatic scans as

allows you to reach parts of the application that are simply

soon as a new version of the application is committed by your

unreachable using most other tools.

developers. With incremental scans, you can save time as
Acunetix Premium will only scan parts of the application that

STEP 2
Detect vulnerabilities
Discover every corner of your application using our

changed since the previous scan.

STEP 5

combined dynamic and interactive scanning approach to make

Continuously secure

sure that no part of the application is left unsecured. Acunetix

Your applications keep changing. You may be creating new

AcuSensor is an additional module deployed in the application

versions, you may be updating applications based on

environment that adds true interactive application security

third-party products. One security scan every couple of weeks

testing (IAST) capabilities to the core Acunetix scanning engine.

is not enough. With Acunetix Premium, you can incorporate

The IAST sensor works hand in hand with the DAST scanner to

security as a permanent and automated part of your web

provide deeper insights into runtime issues as well as identify

application development. With Acunetix, you can also

and test local assets that crawlers can’t see.

demonstrate compliance with regulatory standards, such as
PCI DSS, NIST, HIPAA, ISO 27001, and more.

STEP 3
Resolve issues
Reduce the need for manual verification by confidently
automating the remediation process. For many types of
vulnerabilities, Acunetix Premium will automatically provide
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